
2018 COLLECTION

MY  
LIVE-IN CAR



1997
First collection under the 
Bavaria brand, created in 
Germany and produced by 
Frankia, a German brand of 
the GP SAS group.

2007
The AL-KO storage double 
floor chassis becomes a 
benchmark for Bavaria. In 
the same year, the brand 
innovates and stands out 
thanks to the design of its 
interiors.

2002
Pooling of Franco-German 
skills. Bavaria becomes 
the benchmark design and 
technology brand.

1999
Production of the first 
motorhomes on an AL-KO 
chassis and development 
of real top-end technical 
expertise.



FOR 20 YEARS, 
BAVARIA  
HAS BEEN  
DREAMING UP  
MORE THAN JUST  
MOTORHOMES

For the last twenty years, Bavaria has 
been building a brand synonymous with 
character, passion and high standards, and 
bringing you unforgettable experiences. 

The special nature of Bavaria motorhomes 
can be seen in their high-quality materials, 
superb designs and harmonious colour 
schemes, all presented in clever layouts. 

Bavaria’s philosophy is based on continu-
ously striving to improve the quality of life 
in your ‘live-in car’.

Enjoy your holidays, enjoy life, with your 
live-in car.

2011
With the 2011 collection, 
B a v a r i a ’ s  r e s o l u t e l y 
contemporary orientation 
is confirmed. The brand 
imposes its own unique 
style.

2014
The Bavaria brand presents 
a new range with a strong 
emphasis on technology 
and design. It confirms its 
position among the top 
ten best-selling makes in 
France, and launches the 
“live-in car” concept.

2017
Always contemporary, the 
Bavaria brand has updated 
its logo. In the same year, 
the front end of the A-Class 
motorhomes in the INITIAL 
range is redesigned.

2018
The Tren-D design has 
been entirely reworked 
to allow you to travel in 
comfor t ,  whatever the 
season. The payloads have 
been maximised so that 
you can bring anything and 
everything you wish.



“AN INSPIRED NEW 
TREN-D DESIGN,  
THE REALISATION 
OF MY DREAM.  
MY LIVE-IN CAR.”

Our design office and assembly plant are based 
at La Limouzinière in Loire-Atlantique, France. 
Drawing on the expertise of a group which has 
been in operation for 55 years, Bavaria cultivates 
its excellence in terms of visible elements, while 
maintaining impeccable standards for the parts 
which are not seen. All our teams work with the 
same objective in mind: to develop a motorhome 
meeting the very highest standards in terms of 
quality, functionality, comfort and design. 

Electricians, joiners, upholsterers, fitters, 
designers, quality controllers: all these 
professionals play their part in the construction 
of your Bavaria on a cutting-edge production line. 

This year, innovation is everywhere. A new 
Tren-D assembly technique has brought 
greater sturdiness as well as comfort. The 
new interior design remains as contemporary 
and harmonious as ever, and has been 
developed to meet your everyday needs. 

Come and appreciate our build quality 
for yourself by taking a tour of one of our 
production workshops. Register on our website  
www.bavaria-camping-car.com

Optimised  
spaces

Light, solid 
materials
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A robust and very well 
insulated structure

Recognised 
industrial 
expertise

Light, solid 
materials
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“A BRIGHT, STEELY SKY.  
THE INSISTENT QUIVERING 
OF THE TREES.  

THE PITTER 
PATTER OF  

THE MOCKING RAIN… 
DINNER, IN THE LOUNGE!”

My lounge: ideal 
for entertaining 
family and friends
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Soft light  
all day long

I7
8

1C
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“THE TANTALISING 
SMELL OF SPICES. 
THE PROMISING 
CRACKLE OF 
SAUCEPANS.  
MY KITCHEN  
FIT FOR A CHEF.  
QUICK, DINNER’S 
READY!”

6 drawers 
for all my 
tableware
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My soft lights, 
essential in the 
evening

I7
8

1C
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“A BIRD CHIRPING  
IN THE MORNING.  
SUNSHINE FILTERING 
INTO MY BEDROOM.  
THE DELIGHTFUL AROMA 

OF COFFEE. 
IT’S THE LITTLE 
THINGS!”
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Storage units everywhere, 
even under my bed

My Bultex mattress  
on a slatted  
bed frame

Circulation space  
to access my wardrobes

I7
8

1C
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“THE SOFT 
LIGHT IN MY 
BATHROOM. 

THE FEELING OF BEING 
IMMERSED IN A CLOUD  
OF REFRESHMENT.  
THE SOOTHING  
MURMUR OF THE WATER.  
I FEEL INVIGORATED.”
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Partitions for a 
more intimate feel

My easy-to-access  
shower

Natural 
lighting and 
ventilation

I7
8

1C
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TREN-D RANGE

LENGTH LOW PROFILE LOW PROFILE WITH 
FOLD-DOWN BED PAGES

XS  
and   
S

T600P

20-21
T650C T656C

T650GJ T656GJ

T650U

M
T700C T706C

22-23
T700GJ T706GJ

L
T710P T716P

24-27T740C T746C

T740GJ T746GJ

Legally approved seat

Eating place

Sleeping place

Length

Exterior height

Payload

MANOEUVRABILITY.
COMFORT.

PLEASURE.
TREN-D RANGE
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TREN-D RANGE 
 

STRUCTURE

Your vehicle’s solidity, insulation and comfort are 
as essential to us as they are to you. Bavaria has 
improved its Timeproof technology once again this 
year: structural reinforcements, new solid and light 
materials, practical, designer furniture… nothing has 
been left to chance and everything has been tested to 
make your Bavaria the ideal motorhome for leisure 
and comfort.

DOUBLE  
SEAL DOORS
All doors feature 
a double seal and 
compression locks 
to ensure perfect 
waterproofing  
and insulation for  
the storage area.

CHASSIS 
EXTENSION AND 
REINFORCEMENT
The chassis extensions 
are reinforced with 
a supporting cross-
piece. This provides 
improved weight 
distribution in the hold 
and optimises your 
towing capacity.

FLUSH-FITTING 
WINDOWS
Thanks to their double 
glazing with aluminium 
anti-intrusion frames, 
these flush-fitting windows 
improve the thermal 
insulation and safety of your 
low profile motorhome.
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ALUMINIUM 
PROFILES
These fasten together 
securely on the sides 
and roof. They prevent 
any deformation of  
the structure, making 
the motorhome 
durable and robust.

UNDERCARRIAGE
The polyester protective 
coating gives the 
vehicle perfect 
waterproofing under 
the chassis All water 
and gas networks are 
integrated into the floor. 
This keeps them frost-
free and protected  
from road spray.

INSULATED 
FLOOR AND 
WALLS
A Styrofoam insulation 
core is integrated  
into the sides and 
roof, which are 28 mm 
thick, and into  
the floor, which is  
50 mm thick. 
Moisture-resistant 
fibroplast battens in 
the floor and sides 
ensure solidity of  
the unit and eliminate  
thermal bridges.

HAIL-PROTECTED 
ROOF
This dent-proof 
polyester overlap  
roof is hail  
and impact  
resistant.

ALUMINIUM SIDE 
SKIRTS
This skirt protection, 
featuring a new two-
part design, is solid 
and easy to reshape 
into the bodywork in 
the event of impact.

TREN-D RANGE
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TREN-D RANGE  
FINISHES

T740C with a lounge with L-shaped in option

T746C
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INCLUDES  FINISH
+

TREN-D RANGE

2 FINISHING LEVELS

EXTERIOR
•  Front bumper painted to match the bodywork
•  External LED lights
•  Pre-wiring for solar panel / automatic satellite antenna
•  Daytime running lights
•  LED tail lights
•  White aluminium skirt locker

EXTERIOR
• Sensation/Class exterior decor

ENERGY AND AUTONOMY
• Combi4 TRUMA® on vehicles 5.99 to 7 m long
• Combi6 TRUMA® on vehicles 7.10 to 7.45 m long
•  18 A battery charger
•  105 Ah auxiliary battery (factory fitted)
•  Compartment for 2 x 13 kg gas bottles
• TRUMA® Crash Sensor simple regulator for use while driving

ENERGY AND AUTONOMY
 • Frost-proof wastewater tank
• TRUMA® Crash Sensor automatic regulator/switch for use while driving

STORAGE AND TOWING
•  Storage area: 2 storage containers, rails, 1-point lighting, 230 V socket

CAB AND ENTRANCE
•  Radio-ready (antenna + speaker pre-wiring in cab and bedroom)
•  Manual cab air conditioning
•  Covered, height-adjustable swivel cab seats with arm-rests
•  Central locking and electric windows
•  Electrically adjusted and heated wide angle and blind spot wing mirrors
•  Suction-mounted cab blinds
•  Cab carpet
•  Full living area door
• Back-lit column

CAB AND ENTRANCE
•  Bluetooth radio (USB/AUX/DAB+ compatible) with speakers in the cab  

and bedroom
 • Dashboard with aluminium finish
•  Front and side sliding cab blinds
•  Central glass cell door with flyscreen and 2-point lock
• Electrically operated step
•  Digital control panel showing internal/external temperature

LOUNGE
•  Lounge with straight bench seat (excludes P710/P716)
•  High-density foam bench seat
•  Height-adjustable headrest
•  Colourful curtains
•  Height-adjustable TV stand and power supply
•  Electric fold-down bed in the T656, T706, T716, T746
•  620 x 420 panoramic sunroof
 • Skydome for low profile models with fold-down bed

LOUNGE
•  Lounge with L-shaped bench seat and central table
•  Comfortable upholstery
• Fabric upholstery on bench seat bases
• 4 cushions matching the curtains
•  Dimmer switch for indirect lighting
•  820 x 520 panoramic sunroof for the T600, T650, T700, T710 and T740
 • Skydome in low-profile models
•  Window above the bench seat on the passenger side depending on layout

KITCHEN
•  Saucepan drawers with soft-close built-in dampers
•  Stainless steel sink with cover
•  Stainless steel hob with cover: 2 gas rings in vehicles of 7 m or less,  

or 3 gas rings in vehicles of 7.10 m or more
•  Automatic fridge: 138 L in vehicles of 7 m or less, or 149 L in vehicles  

of 7.10 m or more
• Covers on refrigerator grills
 • Spice-rack
 • Back-lit splashback
 • Indirect lighting under kitchen worktop
 • 230 V and 12 V sockets, double USB port

KITCHEN
•  Built-in waste bin and saucepan drawer separation
•  Extractor fan with LED lighting
•  Back-lit bar

BATHROOM & TOILET
•  Shower cubicle with separating door
•  Double partition in bedroom/lounge depending on layout
•  Shower column with soap dish
•  Skylight, blind and flyscreen in shower/bathroom
•  Toilet with removable wheeled module
•  Toilet roll holder, hook, and towel rack
 • 230 V socket

BATHROOM & TOILET
• Fold-up towel rack
 • LED atmospheric lighting

SLEEPING AREA
•  Slatted bed frame
•  Comfortable Bultex mattress on permanent bed
• Width of island bed: 150 cm
 • 230 V socket
•  Divider curtain in T600/T650 models

SLEEPING AREA
•  Additional sleeping capacity between twin beds, length 170 cm
•  Wardrobe lighting
• Bedside storage and lighting
• Bedside storage and lighting

+
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T6
00

P 4 5 2+1 optional

5.99 m 2.75 m
850 kg in Style
800 kg in Class

T6
50

C 4 5 2+1 optional

6.49 m 2.75 m
730 kg in Style
680 kg in Class

T6
56

C 4 5 3

6.49 m 2.85 m
650 kg in Style
600 kg in Class

T6
50

GJ 4 5 2+1 optional

6.49m 2.75 m
730 kg in Style
680 kg in Class

T6
56

GJ 4 5 3

6.49 m 2.85 m
650 kg in Style
600 kg in Class

T6
50

U 4 5 2+1 optional

6.49 m 2.75 m
730 kg in Style
680 kg in Class

XS AND S  
T600, T650 AND T656
“When it comes to holidays, we have quite an adventurous spirit. We love 
little country roads, mountain villages, unknown and often isolated places. 
So we need a vehicle which is easy to manoeuvre but has all the comforts. 
The T650 is perfect for us.”
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TREN-D RANGE

On this page, the T650GJ, in the low-beds version, is in the   finish 

T650GJ

T650GJ T650GJ T650GJ
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T7
00

C 4 5 2+1 optional

6.95 m 2.75 m
660 kg in Style
610 kg in Class

T7
06

C 4 5 4

6.95 m 2.85 m
600 kg in Style
550 kg in Class

T7
00

GJ 4 5 2+1 optional

6.95 m 2.75 m
660 kg in Style
610 kg in Class

T7
06

GJ 4 5 4

6.95 m 2.85 m
600 kg in Style
550 kg in Class

M  
T700 AND T706
“We don’t follow a standard travel plan, we just go with our instincts. The 
T706 was the model for us. It’s neither too big nor too small, and you can tell 
that every space has been optimised so you can move around comfortably.”
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T706C

On this page, the T706C, with its new double fold-down bed and its optional L-shaped bench seat, is in the  finish

TREN-D RANGE

T706C

T706C T706C
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T7
10

P 5 6 2+2 optional

7.15 m 2.75 m
620 kg in Style
570 kg in Class

T7
16

P 5 6 4+2 optional

7.15 m 2.85 m
560 kg in Style
510 kg in Class

L  
T710 AND T716
“When we saw the size of the lounge, we knew that the T716 would 
be our next motorhome. Dinners with friends, family board games…  
We can always welcome people comfortably.”
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T716P

T716P T716P

On this page, the T716P, with its XL lounge, is in the  finish

TREN-D RANGE
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T7
40

C 4 5 2+2 optional

7.45 m 2.75 m
600 kg in Style
550 kg in Class

T7
46

C 4 5 4+2 optional

7.45 m 2.85 m
540 kg in Style
490 kg in Class

T7
40

GJ 4 5 2+2 optional

7.45 m 2.75 m
600 kg in Style
550 kg in Class

T7
46

GJ 4 5 4+2 optional

7.45 m 2.85 m
540 kg in Style
490 kg in Class

L 
T740 AND T746
“Overall, we travel for around six months every year. We needed a vehicle 
which is very comfortable to live in and to drive. After looking at what was on 
the market, the T746 stood out as the ideal motorhome for us.”
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T746C

T746C T746C

On this page, the T746C, with its large living spaces, is in the  finish 

TREN-D RANGE
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INITIAL RANGE

LENGTH FIAT CCS SERVICE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

FIAT AL-KO STORAGE 
DOUBLE FLOOR PAGES

XS
I600P

38-39I600L

I600G

S

I650C

40-41
I650GJ

I650L

I650U

M
I700C I701C

42-43
I700GJ I701GJ

L
I740C I741C

44-45I740GJ I741GJ

I741J

XL
I781C

46-47
I781GJ

SPACE.
PANORAMIC VIEWS.

WELL-BEING.
THE INITIAL RANGE

Legally approved seat

Eating place

Sleeping place

Length

Exterior height

Payload 29



SERVICE  
DOUBLE FLOOR  SERVICE DOUBLE FLOOR

Insulation
With a height of 15 cm, the Service Double Floor effectively insulates the passenger compartment from cold.  
It also ensures that water tanks are kept frost-free.
Increased storage volume
This double floor offers resourceful inner hatches,  giving you the benefit of additional storage spaces and  
a step-free floor in the living area. As an optional extra, you can also have a side skirt storage drawer in all  
DPS models.
Robust chassis
The Service Double Floor models in the INITIAL range are assembled on a FIAT CCS chassis, the unrivalled 
benchmark in the market thanks to its reliable and robust foundation.

INITIAL RANGE  
DOUBLE-FLOOR MODELS

2.85 m

 Chassis

15 cm
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The double floor: a special feature in the INITIAL range.
As of 5.99 metres, motorhomes in the INITIAL range are available with a Service Double 
Floor. From 6.99 metres upwards, they are also available with a Storage Double Floor.

STORAGE  
DOUBLE FLOOR  STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

For maximum insulation and very generous storage spaces, choose a vehicle from the INITIAL range with 
Storage Double Flooring.
Optimal insulation 
With a depth of 21 cm, the Storage Double floor enhances your insulation, ensuring optimal comfort when 
travelling through cold countries or high in the mountains.
Very large storage volume
As well as having no steps in the living area, the Storage Double Floor is a real asset for transporting your bulky 
items. Running side to side along the entire length of your vehicle, it enables you to store skis, fishing rods,  
or even just your tables and chairs. It is accessed via inner storage hatches and by several outer doors.
Exceptional road-holding
Storage Double Floor models are mounted on a top-of-the-range AL-KO® chassis. With their lowered,  
light design, these chassis offer exceptional driving comfort, further enhanced by positioning the water tanks  
on the rear axle.

INITIAL RANGE

2.85 m

 Chassis

21 cm
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INITIAL RANGE  
 

STRUCTURE

Your vehicle’s solidity, insulation and comfort are as 
essential to us as they are to you. Bavaria has developed 
Timeproof technology. With reinforced structures, solid, 
light materials and designer furniture, nothing has 
been left to chance to make your Bavaria the ideal 
motorhome for leisure and comfort.

Again in the interests of insulation, comfort and 
safety, the front end of the INITIAL range is the 
ideal solution. 
•  The one-piece construction and reinforced insulation 

of the uprights prevent any air entering from outside. 
Your cab always remains at the right temperature.

•  The design without a hollow body prevents any 
whistling and friction for unrivalled acoustic 
quality. 

•  A wider windscreen and viewing angle for better 
panoramic vision on the road.

FLUSH-FITTING 
WINDOWS
Thanks to their double 
glazing with aluminium 
anti-intrusion frames, 
these flush-fitting 
windows improve the  
thermal and acoustic 
insulation of your  
Bavaria motorhome.

DOUBLE  
SEAL DOORS
To ensure that the 
hold is perfectly 
insulated and 
watertight, all doors 
are fitted with a 
double seal and 
compression locks.

CHASSIS 
EXTENSION AND 
REINFORCEMENT
Your chassis will not 
sway towards the 
rear. With its resistant 
structure, your storage 
area can support 
considerable weight, 
ensuring your towing 
capacity is optimised.
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INITIAL RANGE

POLYESTER  
COATING UNDER  
THE CHASSIS
This protective coating 
provides the vehicle with 
perfect waterproofing 
under the chassis.

INSULATED 
FLOOR AND 
WALLS
A Styrofoam insulation 
core is integrated  
into the sides and  
roof, which are  
28 mm thick, and into 
the floor, which is  
35 mm thick. Moisture 
resistant battens  
and aluminium inserts 
ensure the vehicle  
and its furniture  
are perfectly stable.

HAIL-PROTECTED 
ROOF
This polyester  
roof is dent-proof, 
offering global  
hail and impact 
resistance.

ALUMINIUM SIDE 
SKIRTS
This skirt protection  
is solid and easy  
to reshape into  
the bodywork in  
the event of impact.

ALUMINIUM 
PROFILES
These fasten together 
securely on the 
sides, floor, roof and 
chassis. They prevent 
any deformation of the 
structure, making the 
motorhome durable 
and robust.
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I740GJ

INITIAL RANGE  
FINISHES
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I741C

INITIAL RANGE
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I781C

INITIAL RANGE  
FINISHES
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INITIAL RANGE

INCLUDES  
 FINISH

+

 
INCLUDES

 +  
FINISH

+

3 FINISHING LEVELS

EXTERIOR
•  External LED lights
•  Pre-wiring for solar panel / automatic satellite antenna
•  LED tail lights

EXTERIOR
Class exterior decor

EXTERIOR
Allure exterior decor

ENERGY AND CAPACITY
•  Combi4 TRUMA® on vehicles 5.99 to 7 m long
•  Combi6 TRUMA® on vehicles 7.49 and 7.89 m long
•  18 A battery charger
•  105 Ah auxiliary battery
•  Compartment for 2 x 13 kg gas bottles
•  TRUMA® Crash Sensor simple regulator for use 

while driving
 • Frost-proof wastewater tank

ENERGY AND CAPACITY
• Combi6 TRUMA® 6000W heating system/boiler
•  TRUMA® Crash Sensor automatic regulator/switch 

for heating while driving

STORAGE AND TOWING
Storage area: 2 storage containers + tie-down rails + 
1-point lighting + 230 V socket

ENERGY AND CAPACITY

 

STORAGE AND TOWING
•  2 lights in rear hold
•  Cold/hot water spray in rear hold

CAB AND ENTRANCE
•  Radio-ready (antenna + speaker pre-wiring  

in cab and bedroom)
•  Manual cab air conditioning
• AGUTI® height-adjustable swivel seats for driver 
and passenger, with two armrests
•  Centralised
•  Bus-style electrically adjusted and heated  

wing mirrors
•  Front and side sliding cab blinds
•  Cab carpet
•  Full living area door
•  Back-lit column

CAB AND ENTRANCE
•  Bluetooth radio (USB / AUX / DAB+ compatible)  

with speakers in cab and bedroom
 • Dashboard with aluminium finish
•  AGUTI® “Lounge” height-adjustable swivel seats  

for driver and passenger, with two armrests
•  Front sliding cab blinds with half-open position  

for privacy
•  Electrically operated retractable step
•  Central glass cell door with flyscreen and 2-point 

lock
•  Digital control panel showing external temperature. / 

internal temperature

CAB AND ENTRANCE
 • Additional DVD player with 6.1" screen
•  Steering wheel radio controls
•  Wide-angle reversing camera + 7" screen
•  Elégance driver’s area: leather steering wheel 

and gear stick knob + chrome dial rings + grey 
dashboard upholstery (Fiat)

• Cab door with deluxe central 2-point locking and 
electric window

•  Twin wide angle and blind spot wing mirrors

LOUNGE
 • Lounge with L-shaped recess and central table
•  High-density foam bench seat
•  Height-adjustable headrest
•  Colourful curtains
 • Height-adjustable TV stand and power supply
•  820 x 520 panoramic sunroof

LOUNGE
•  Comfortable upholstery
 • Fabric upholstery on bench seat bases
•  4 cushions to match curtains
•  Dimmer switch for indirect lighting
•  Window above the bench seat on the passenger side 

depending on layout

LOUNGE
•  Bench-seat armrests in the I600L, I650L, I740, I741 

and I781
•  Fabric inner roof lining
•  Central table with wooden finish

KITCHEN
•  Drawer and saucepan unit with soft-close dampers
•  Stainless steel sink with cover
•  Stainless steel hob with cover: 3 gas rings  

in vehicles of 7.40 m or more and L version,  
or 2 gas rings in vehicles of 7 m or less

•  Automatic fridge: 138 L in vehicles of 7 m or less,  
or 149 L in vehicles of 7.40 m or less

•  Covers on refrigerator grills
 • Spice-rack
 • Back-lit splashback
 • Indirect lighting under kitchen worktop
 • 230 V and 12 V sockets, double USB port

KITCHEN
•  Built-in waste bin and saucepan drawer separation
•  Extractor fan with LED lighting
•  Back-lit bar

KITCHEN

BATHROOM & TOILET
•  Shower cubicle with separating door
•  Double bedroom/lounge partition depending  

on layout
•  Shower column with soap dish
•  Skylight, blind and flyscreen in shower/bathroom
•  Toilet with removable wheeled module
•  Toilet roll holder, hook, and towel rack
 • 230 V socket

BATHROOM & TOILET
•  Fold-up towel rack
 • LED atmospheric lighting

BATHROOM & TOILET
•  Slatted shower floor
•  Toilet brush

SLEEPING AREA
•  Slatted bed frame
•  Bultex comfort mattress on permanent bed and slatted  

bed frame
•  Width of island bed: 150 cm
•  Bultex foam mattress
•  Divider curtain in I600/I650 models
 • 230 V socket

SLEEPING AREA
•  Additional sleeping capacity between twin beds, 

length 170 cm
•  Wardrobe lighting
•  Bedside storage and lighting

SLEEPING AREA
•  Manually adjustable headboard for island beds
•  Manually adjustable headboard for twin beds
•  Matching bedspread and curtains
•  Pre-wiring for TV in bedroom (HDMI+ 12 V + support), 

except I600L and I650L
•  Double USB port

++
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I6
00

P 4 5 4+1 optional

5.99 m 2.85 m
610 kg in Style
590 kg in Class
550 kg in Allure

I6
00

L 4 6 2+2 optional

5.99 m 2.85 m
610 kg in Style
590 kg in Class
550 kg in Allure

I6
00

G 4 5 4+1 optional

5.99 m 2.85 m
610 kg in Style
590 kg in Class
550 kg in Allure

XS  
I600
“We were looking for a motorhome that was compact and manoeuvrable 
for driving around town, yet well-equipped for our seaside stopovers. 
We opted for the I600. Now we couldn’t do without it.”
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I600G

INITIAL RANGE

On this page, the I600G, with its resourceful 2-in-1 bathroom, is in the  finish

I600G I600G I600G
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I6
50

C 4 5 4+1 (optional)

6.49 m 2.85 m
570 kg in Style
550 kg in Class
510 kg in Allure

I6
50

L 4 6 2+2 (optional)

6.49 m 2.85 m
570 kg in Style
550 kg in Class
510 kg in Allure

I6
50

GJ

4 5 4+1 (optional)

6.49 m 2.85 m
570 kg in Style
550 kg in Class
510 kg in Allure

I6
50

U 4 5 4+1 (optional)

6.49 m 2.85 m
570 kg in Style
550 kg in Class
510 kg in Allure

S  
I650
“We like to take holidays without restrictions, being able to follow the 
sun, stopping off when we find a village we like. With our I650 we’re 
finally able to do this. It’s compact and well-equipped, and allows us 
to travel as we please.”
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I650C

I650C I650C

INITIAL RANGE

On this page, the I650C, with its large 150 cm central bed, is in the  finish
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I7
00

C 4 5 4+1 (optional)

6.99 m 2.85 m 510 kg in Style / 490 kg in Class / 440 kg in Allure

I7
00

GJ 4 5 4+1 (optional)

6.99 m 2.85 m 510 kg in Style / 490 kg in Class / 440 kg in Allure

I7
01

C 4 5 4+1 (optional)

6.99 m 2.85 m 470 kg in Style / 450 kg in Class / 400 kg in Allure

I7
01

GJ 4 5 4+1 (optional)

6.99 m 2.85 m 470 kg in Style / 450 kg in Class / 400 kg in Allure

SERVICE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

STORAGE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

M  
I700 AND I701
“Our Bavaria I701 has everything: a large lounge, extensive kitchen, double-partition bathroom, 
and twin beds with a 170 cm central extension to make a 170x200 bed!
The double floor makes all the difference when going fishing: it provides insulation when you’re 
inside, and we use it to store our fishing equipment.”
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I701GJ

On this page, the I701C, in the high-beds version, is in the  finish

INITIAL RANGE

I701GJ I701GJ
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I7
40

C 4 5 4+2 (optional)

7.49 m 2.85 m 455 kg in Style / 425 kg in Class / 395 kg in Allure

I7
40

GJ 4 5 4+2 (optional)

7.49 m 2.85 m 455 kg in Style / 425 kg in Class / 395 kg in Allure

I7
41

C 3 5 4+2 (optional)

7.49 m 2.85 m 390 kg in Style / 340 kg in Class / 310 kg in Allure

I7
41

GJ 3 5 4+2 (optional)

7.49 m 2.85 m 390 kg in Style / 340 kg in Class / 310 kg in Allure

I7
41

J 3 5 4+2 (optional)

7.49 m 2.85 m 390 kg in Style / 340 kg in Class / 310 kg in Allure

SERVICE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

STORAGE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

L  
I740 AND I741
“Last year we treated ourselves to our greatest trip yet. Eight months travelling through southern Europe: 
Portugal, Spain, then Italy and Croatia. We met up with friends along the way, and our grandchildren 
joined us for a few days. Our I741 was perfect. Now we only have one thing on our minds: the next trip.”
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I741C

On this page, the I741C, with its large living spaces, is in the  finish

INITIAL RANGE

I741C I741C

I741C
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I7
81

C

4+5 
(optional)

5 4+2 (optional)

7.87 m 2.85 m 1,120 kg in Style / 1,100 kg in Class / 1,080 kg in Allure

I7
81

GJ

4+5 
(optional)

5 4+2 (optional)

7.87 m 2.85 m 1,120 kg in Style / 1,100 kg in Class / 1,080 kg in Allure

STORAGE 
DOUBLE FLOOR

XL  
I781
“I may be an adventurer, but I also like comfort! The very best thing about my I781 is that I feel 
completely at ease in it. I have lots of living space, the temperature is always right, and I have 
room to store my belongings.”
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I781C

I781C

On this page, the I781C, offering maximum comfort, is in the  finish

INITIAL RANGE

I781C I781C
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HEATING

This is a hydronic central heating system, providing even heat 
within the passenger compartment without drying out the air 
or stirring up dust. The heating system runs on either gas or 
electricity. The optional heat exchanger allows you to use the 
heat from your engine to warm you up while driving.

®

Truma has developed the most compact motorhome heating 
systems in Europe. They operate on gas or electricity 
and have a sensor which cuts off the gas in the event of a 
collision. 2 models are available: Combi 4E (4000 W) and 
Combi 6E (6000 W). The TRUMA EH allows you to run the 
central unit on 230 V.

OPTIONS

NEW: SIDE SKIRT STORAGE DRAWER 
(AVAILABLE FOR ALL PACIFIC AND GALAXY 
MODELS WITH SERVICE DOUBLE FLOOR)

NEW: WIDE-ANGLE REVERSING CAMERA (170°) INCLUDED IN CLASS AND ALLURE FINISHES

FIAT CHASSIS 15" ALUMINIUM RIMS

28 L OR 36 L OVEN  
DEPENDING ON VEHICLE

16" FIAT ALUMINIUM RIMS

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE STORAGE AREAS 5th LEGAL SEAT GLOSSY UNITS

TWIN BEDS HIGH BEDS TWIN BEDS LOW BEDS
 NEW: ADDITIONAL SLEEPING 

CAPACITY BETWEEN TWIN BEDS, 
LENGTH 170 CM

AL-KO 15" AND 16" CHASSIS 
ALUMINIUM RIMS

LOUNGE SLEEPING AREA

GAS COOKER

17
0 
cm
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YOUR FURNISHING

LINEN (FAUX)

LIME (FAUX) LICHEN (LEATHER)

NACRE (LEATHER)

CLASS / ALLURE  
(COMFORTABLE UPHOLSTERY)

WILLOW (FABRIC)

RYE (FABRIC)

4 furnishing colours, 6 models of bench seat, 2 different designs, 48 possibilities.

Elegant, harmonious colours. High quality materials.
Furnishing to suit your taste. A unique style: yours.

YOUR BENCH SEATS

YOUR CUSHIONS

AGAVE ZEN

NEW
GOJI

ALOE
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TREN-D INITIAL
LOW PROFILE LOW PROFILE WITH FOLD-DOWN BED 15 cm SERVICE DOUBLE FLOOR  21 cm STORAGE DOUBLE  FLOOR

    

7.8 m

I781C I781GJ

T740C T746C I740C I741C

7.4 m

T740GJ T746GJ I740GJ I741GJ I741J

7.1 m

T710P T716P

T700C T706C I700C I701C

6.9 m

T700GJ T706GJ I700GJ I701GJ

T650C T656C I650C

T650GJ T656GJ I650GJ

6.4 m

T650U I650U

    

I650L

5.9 m

T600P I600P I600L I600G



TREN-D INITIAL
LOW PROFILE LOW PROFILE WITH FOLD-DOWN BED 15 cm SERVICE DOUBLE FLOOR  21 cm STORAGE DOUBLE  FLOOR

    

7.8 m

I781C I781GJ

T740C T746C I740C I741C

7.4 m

T740GJ T746GJ I740GJ I741GJ I741J

7.1 m

T710P T716P

T700C T706C I700C I701C

6.9 m

T700GJ T706GJ I700GJ I701GJ

T650C T656C I650C

T650GJ T656GJ I650GJ

6.4 m

T650U I650U

    

I650L

5.9 m

T600P I600P I600L I600G

 2018 COLLECTION
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LEGAL NOTICE:
Official seating classification and Mass in Running Order are calculated as accurately as possible in compliance with European legislation. These take basic and standard equipment into account with a tolerance of +/- 5%. Mass In 
Running Order figures include clean water tanks with a capacity of 20 litres and diesel tanks 90% full, one gas bottle 90% full, but do not include the weight of the driver or other occupants. Available load capacity figures are the 
difference between Maximum Technically Permissible Laden Mass and Mass In Running Order. The manufacturer undertakes to provide a motorhome with an actual Mass In Running Order within the 5% tolerance of the indicated Mass 
In Running Order used for type approval. Caution: additional optional equipment and accessories are not included in motorhome Mass in Running Order figures. Consequently, these will systematically lead to a reduction in available 
load capacity. Similarly, the significant weight of the additional accessories offered on the market must also be deducted from the motorhomes’ available load capacity. Consequently, fitting such accessories may require a reduction in 
passenger numbers. Compliance should therefore be ensured with all maximum authorised mass figures (total and per axle) once the vehicle is fully laden. Maximum towing limit is chassis data linked to the type approval of the vehicle. 
Depending on the kind of tow-hitch to be fitted to the vehicle and the specific values given by the tow-hitch manufacturer, the maximum mass of any trailer that may be towed by the vehicle may be lower. Tow-hitch strength rating 
(especially values D and S) are stamped on a plate fixed to the tow-hitch. D enables the maximum towing weight to be calculated using the following formula: MTL: = DxT/[(9.8xT)-D], where: MTL = maximum towing limit (in tonnes); T = 
gross vehicle weight (GVW) (in tonnes); D = value (in kN) taken from tow hitch. E.g.: if D = 11.3 kN for a 35 L base, the maximum towing limit (MTL) will be the following: MTL= (11.3x3.5)/ [(9.8x3.5)-11.3] =1.72t (1720kg). For a maximum towing 
limit for a vehicle that can be up to 2.5t. Motorhomes complying with the technical and design specifications presented in this brochure are considered to be part of the 2018 collection if registered after 1 July 2017. This rule is commonly 
applied to motorhomes, where the concept of 'model-year' does not exist. Any motorhome driver using a type-B licence issued in France before 20 January 1975 can drive a motorhome with a Maximum Technically Permissible Laden 
Weight of over 3.5 t. In order to make use of this exemption in France (recognised throughout the EU), the licence holder simply has to go to the préfecture to have the following code added to the licence: “79: B camping-car > 3,500 kg”. 
The vehicles photographed in this brochure may include optional equipment subject to extra cost. As Bavaria vehicles are sold in several European countries, their technical specifications and equipment may vary from one country 
to another. For the exact specifications of models available in each country, please contact your Bavaria dealer. Bavaria reserves the right to alter the vehicles described in this catalogue at any time and without notice. Styling and 
decorative items used to improve the visuals in this brochure are not included with the vehicle or delivery service. Although every care has been taken in its production, this catalogue does not constitute a contractual document.

Route du Demi-Bœuf  
44310 LA LIMOUZINIÈRE 

FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)2 40 32 16 00

www.bavaria-camping-car.com
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